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EcoSmart 
Fire, 
Endless
Possibilities

Built-in

An EcoSmart Fire is a bespoke piece of 
industrially designed fire furniture that exudes 
warmth, burns cleanly, and defines a space 
without dominating it. From luxury resorts 
to commercial showrooms and residential 
settings, EcoSmart is embraced by the world’s 
leading architects, designers, developers, 
landscapers – and style savvy homeowners.  

Explore the complete 
collection, visit 
ecosmartfire.com

Freestanding

Burners
Fire Pit Kits
Grate Inserts
Flex Fireplaces

Fire Tables
Fire Pits
Designer Fireplaces

Fuelled by e-NRG Bioethanol

Formulated for use in ventless ethanol fireplaces, e-NRG 
is the cleanest, most efficient liquid bioethanol fuel on the 
market and produces the best flame each and every time. 
Easily ordered online and delivered directly to your door. 
Visit e-nrg.com

Clean Burning

e-NRG produces no harmful emissions, just heat, steam and 
carbon dioxide which is re-absorbed by plants, this means no 
soot, no smoke, no ash and no mess.

No Gas, No Flue, No Electricity

Our ethanol burners are self-contained and require no gas or 
electrical utility connections - speeding up installation.

Efficiency Over 90%

No flue or chimney means that the heat generated by the 
fireplace during combustion isn’t lost up the chimney.

Quick & Easy Installation

Simply insert a firebox into a standard building frame, or 
drop a burner into a built cut-out. Or choose one of our 
freestanding models which require no installation, simply 
unpack, put into position, and off you go.

Indoor & Outdoor Models 

Our extensive collection offers you unprecedented choice and 
is the perfect solution to any design or decor.



Built-in
Create a one-of-a-kind custom design
Minimal clearances for ultimate flexibility
Easy installation - 3 less contractors
Flex fireplaces frame into wood or metal studs

Burners
Fire Pit Kits
Grate Inserts
Flex Fireplaces

XL500 x 3

Linear 130

Square 22AB8

XL900

The Fire Pit Kit Includes:
1. Fire Screen
2. Burner
3. Decorative media
4. Black high temp coated  

stainless steel tray, with 
cutout for your burner

Our burners give you 
freedom to have your TV 

above your fireplace.
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Fire Pit Kits
Everything you need 
to create a custom fire 
pit design.

Burners
Our Burners can 
be installed just 
about anywhere 
and come in a 
range of shapes  
& sizes depending  
on the style you 
want to achieve. 



Single Sided 68SS

Bay 68BY

Island 104IL.BX2

Grate 18

Grate 36

Simply add a Grate into an existing 
masonry fireplace and light.

Flex Fireplaces are simple to install, with 
3 less contractors required. The above 
image shows the construction of the wall 
before the finishing layers.

Grate Inserts
Transform a 
traditional wood 
fireplace into a 
modern, clean 
burning open fire.

Flex Fireplaces
Featuring 219 ready 
to install fireplaces, 
Flex is a revolutionary 
fire solution that 
significantly reduces 
the cost and hassle of 
a custom fireplace.



Easy installation, buy today, light tonight
Portable fireplaces, relocate with ease
No gas, no electricity, no venting

Fire Tables
Fire Pits
Designer Fireplaces

ecosmartfire.com

Ark 40 (Graphite)

Gin 90 Bar (Teak)

Gin 90 Low (Teak)

Martini 50 (Bone)

Cosmo 50 (Natural)

Light up outdoor spaces 
with a soft, alluring glow - 
easily and efficiently, without 
cumbersome connections.

Fire Tables
Our Fire Tables come 
in a range of shapes 
and sizes and four 
different natural 
finishes to match any 
design style.

Freestanding



Stix

Mini T

Mix 850

Igloo

Ghost

Easily relocate your portable 
Fire Pit anytime.

Requiring no construction 
and no hassle, just secure 
in place and light. 

Fire Pits
Integrate a fire element 
that is both beautiful 
and functional in just 
minutes - no installation 
required.

Designer Fireplaces
Stylish pieces of 
furniture with a 
vibrant dancing flame 
that lights up any 
decor - residential or 
commercial.
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